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increasingly, reports from many industrialised countries
around the world are appearing from individuals
claiming to be victims to what is known colloquially as
‘gang stalking’. strikingly consistent accounts of gang
stalking, also referred to as ‘organised stalking’, clearly
indicate the old cold-war, east german secret-police
psychological terror tool ‘zersetzung’, has emerged as a
weapon of choice for corrupt government intelligence
services, law enforcement agencies, private security
contractors, and their corporate sponsors.
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A Dark Corner of the Law Enforcement Business
In recent years, the latest advances in spying technology, accompanied by the expansion of the legal authority
of the intelligence services, and the deterioration in journalistic integrity of our press and media, has resulted
in an increasingly secretive and militaristic series of law enforcement policies which have colluded to threaten
individual freedom and privacy to a level most of us have not previously considered.
Powerful political and economic dynamics at work with these developments result in scenarios where the
acquisition of power ultimately leads to further opportunity to expand and defend such power. Governments,
the military-industrial complex, corporations, and power-elites have all seized on the opportunity to use
‘security’ measures for their own agenda; the political elite for social control, and corporations for the
opportunity that spying has to create profit.
Generally, citizens of Western democracies view terms such as ‘police state’ hyperbolically when used to
describe their own societies. Certainly, compared to some other nations things can still deteriorate quite
some more before hitting the bottom, but there are important reasons to avoid being complacent.
One of those reasons is that credible reports are increasing in prevalence, both in the press and online,
of illegal spying and extra-judicial punishment being dealt against targeted individuals who have crossed
someone with ties to the law enforcement and intelligence community. In the parlance of counterintelligence
agents, such harassment is sometimes called ‘subversion.’
Communist East Germany’s secret police – the Stasi – developed and perfected many of the techniques used
today to harass individuals, referring to the process as ‘Zersetzung’ – which translates as decomposition
or corrosion (a reference to the psychological, physiological, social and financial effects suffered by the
victim). Today many credible Zersetzung victims term the methods used against them as ‘Gang Stalking’ or
‘Organised Stalking’.
Tactics used in the harassment process, such as electronic surveillance and hacking, threats, character
assassination, blacklisting, mobbing, vandalism, drugging, and incarceration are combined in a campaign
designed to leave only objective evidence, which can be plausibly denied.
Another tactic, it seems, being used by intelligence agents and some members of the medical community,
is to discredit the person by creating the impression that he or she is psychologically unstable. Exploitation
of psychiatric channels, formally discrediting a target, is nothing new; it has been used extensively by most
intelligence services since the beginning of the cold-war, its sordid history is well documented.
Combined with the use of psychiatric services, a well-funded and extensive disinformation campaign has
been generated throughout the media to further fuel the portrayal that those affected are simply delusional
and mitigating any credible exposure of these crimes.
This guide aims to educate the general public about the cowardly, and often illegal, tactics progressively being
used by some corrupt members of law enforcement and intelligence agencies, and the devastating effects
these tactics have upon the individuals targeted, their families, and society as a whole.

Organised stalking’s existence dates back over fifty years, but worryingly most of the public are unaware of
its existence, who orchestrates it, what it involves, who is targeted and why. Under its official term ‘Domestic
Counterintelligence Operations’ it passes out of sight of the mainstream media whilst remaining sanctioned
at the highest levels of society.
In recent years, the rapid growth of intelligence agency and corporate power has been largely left
unchallenged, even in light of extreme negligence and criminality. Agencies such as GCHQ and NSA have
recently been found guilty of openly lying under oath, and breaching laws on the capture and use of personal
data. In spite of this most people are still unwilling to face the reality such abuse of power represents, and to
where it will ultimately lead.
MI5 has been accused of harassing and radicalising young law abiding citizens who have gone on to become
some of the worlds most hunted individuals. The 2008 financial crisis left many hardworking lifelong savers
homeless and penniless, while the bankers and CEO’s responsible never faced the courts; and who continue
today in a business-as-usual mentality, drawing huge bonuses from within their glass towers. The sheer scale
of unaccountability in these sectors, which ultimately serves the interests of only a very few at the top of
global society, indicates the rot goes much deeper than anyone would care to consider, or attempt to examine.
Perhaps for many, distracted by personal preoccupations, it is easier just to look the other way.
Out of this rot are surfacing credible reports of today’s gang stalking attacks. Assaults targeting those who
have crossed people with powerful connections to the military-intelligence and law enforcement security
infrastructure; persecuting individuals, destroying families, trashing careers, and driving many to addiction
and suicide. For those holding information focusing light on some of the darkest, most corrupt and
deplorable malfeasance today, exposing and shaming powerful individuals and organisations is a dangerous
game.
In 2009, the Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO) in the UK raided the premises of ‘The Consulting
Association’, a business founded and funded in 1993 by several powerful construction industry corporations
to establish and maintain a database - or ‘Blacklist’ - of individuals who were either active trade-union
members, or simply those who were critical of their employers practice and considered troublesome. This
mafia placed workers on a list depriving them of their livelihoods; destroying their professional and personal
relationships. An official from the ICO informed the tribunal investigating that some of the information held
on the database could only have come from law enforcement and intelligence services; this was later proven
in 2013 by the Independent Police Complaints Commission (IPCC). The IPCC has officially confirmed
that law enforcement colluded in the blacklist and further added, “That it was likely all special branches
were involved in providing information.” - Prime Minister David Cameron has since stated on record that
blacklisting does not occur.
We would like to think that most people working in the intelligence and law enforcement communities are
highly principled, selfless, and brave individuals, who are genuine in their efforts to safeguard our people
and society; but sadly there are many amongst them who are far removed from that mould, and it is to those
people whose dark shadow corrupts and taints that our attention is turned.

The Twisted Roots of Organised Stalking
Tracing the origins of organised stalking is not difficult. Official well documented files, uncovered both
in Europe and North America during the latter half of the twentieth century, provide a clear trail of its
evolution; from its inception by soviet intelligence services, to current-day operations practised by western
intelligence agencies and sub-contracted private security companies.
From the early 1950’s to the late 1960’s East Germany’s State Security Police - commonly known as the Stasi
– exercised its primary function of spying on the population, generally through a vast network of citizens
turned informants. It overtly persecuted ordinary citizens and dissidents using crude common arrest and
torture practices; however, later deciding these methods were too coarse and obvious shifted their focus to
a more specialised form of organised systematic psychological harassment - alongside the term ‘organised
stalking’ it is known colloquially as ‘Gang Stalking’.
Zersetzung, the official name applied to techniques used by the Stasi to psychologically distress and disable
targeted individuals, was conceived and developed in the early 1970’s. In January 1976 it was fully defined in
Stasi directive 1/76 entitled ‘Processing Operative Procedures of Zersetzung’.
Comprising extensive and secretive methods of control and manipulation, Zersetzung relied on a network
of unofficial collaborators, exerting its influence on institutions and using psychological operations to attack
individuals or groups seen as hostile or confrontational. Through targeted and sustained psychological
attacks, the communist intelligence service degraded the ability of the target to function; executing measures
designed to ‘switch-off ’ the individual or groups resolve to follow their chosen course of action.
The Stasi recognised that psychological harassment was far less likely to be seen for what it was, so victims
and their supporters would be less likely to mount an effective resistance to these torture tactics. Being
unaware of the source of the problem, or even its exact nature, meant victims were trapped in a situation
where they were unable to confront the perpetrators by any real means.
Zersetzung could be applied before, during, after or instead of incarcerating the targeted individual. The
aim of the harassment, in general, was not to gather evidence for bringing charges against the target, or even
to be able to initiate criminal prosecutions; the intelligence services regarded the effects of Zersetzung as
an instrument to be used when judiciary procedures were not ‘convenient’, or when a valid reason was not
evident but retribution was desired.
Towards the end of the 1970’s into the 1980’s the perfection and application of Zersetzung advanced to
become an extensively used and particularly effective weapon for the East German intelligence apparatus. Its
subtle nature, leaving little if any unambiguous evidence, was valued by perpetrators who preferred to work
in the shadows, fearing reprisals should their actions be exposed, and protecting the skewed image of the
State.
Tactics employed under Zersetzung generally involved the disruption of the targets public, private and
family life using attacks which could be plausibly denied; such as slight property damage, sabotage of
cars, tampering with medication, smear campaigns, denunciation, provocation, wiretapping and bugging.
Alongside these methods more intrusive yet delicate attacks were employed, such as breaking into victims
homes and subtly manipulating the contents, moving furniture, rearranging pictures, altering the timing
of alarms, interfering with food, leaving rows of cupboard doors open and tap water running - these are
only some of the hundreds of methods used. Usually the victims had no idea the intelligence services were
responsible; many thought they were losing their minds, and mental breakdowns and suicides would result.

The effectiveness of these measures and practices were not missed by other nations intelligence services, who
quickly adopted similar terror tactics to persecute targeted individuals. In the U.S. in particular, infamous
domestic counterintelligence programs - where today’s organised stalking methodology has likely evolved
from - have against all odds been stunningly exposed, following the courageous efforts of brave activists who
were prepared to sacrifice themselves and their families in defence of their country’s constitution.
Under FBI director J. Edgar Hoover, domestic counterintelligence programs such as ‘Cointelpro’ were used
against American citizens. This secret and illegal program was perpetrated by law enforcement personnel,
with support from many government members and private citizens, on tens of thousands of ordinary people
who had committed no crime. Individuals were systematically spied on, slandered, blacklisted, terrorised and
subjected to acts of violence by perpetrators under order; motives for which were political, financial, and for
other reasons such as personal retribution.
The U.S. Senate’s Church Committee in the mid-1970s carried out investigations following the exposure of
Cointelpro. Programs that also included the targeting of individuals - deemed ‘subversives’ - people such
as Martin Luther King, Jr., John Lennon, and Jean Seberg. Highly acclaimed actress and civil rights activist
Jean Seberg suffered blacklisting by FBI agents who planted malicious news stories in the media, subjected
her to slander, monitored her with covert surveillance (wiretaps), and terrorised her with overt surveillance
(stalking), and black bag jobs (break-ins). Emotional stress caused by this campaign ultimately led Ms. Seberg
to lose the life of her new-born baby and resulted tragically in Ms. Seberg committing suicide.
The CIA’s ‘MK Ultra’ experiments have also been exposed - a name synonymous today with the insane, rather
carefully smeared to obscure the complicity of the organisations involved in serious human rights abuses
- including against innocent young children. The MK Ultra experiments conducted unethical behavioural
control and interrogation procedures on non-consenting subjects. Often citizens were unaware they were
even being used for experimentation. Methods tested included sleep deprivation, drugging with substances
causing confusion, anxiety and hallucinations, isolation, hypnosis, verbal and sexual abuse, religious
manipulation, and electrical shocks resulting in brain damage and paralysis. Experiments were conducted at
top universities, hospitals, prisons and pharmaceutical laboratories in the U.S. and Canada. It is conceivable
that in the U.K, a country with close ties to U.S. and Canadian intelligence, that similar experiments were
being carried out – most likely under the auspices of ‘National Security’ – some of these experiments went
tragically and fatally wrong.
Recently MI5 was accused of using the same Zersetzung tactics on targets during the troubles in Northern
Ireland; one of the few mainstream newspapers to tackle the subject was the Sunday Times in 2004. Along
with the U.K.’s GCHQ, which intercepts and monitors all forms of electronic communications, partnership
agencies such as the NSA now remotely hijack computer cameras and microphones on PCs, tablets and
smartphones, gaining valuable information on individual’s personal lives for use against them. Prominent
journalists lay claim that other foreign intelligence services are currently using gang stalking tactics.
The sharp expansion in both the size and power of public and private sectors of the spying industry has led
to a deluge of new surveillance technologies, immensely more sophisticated than anything available only a
few decades ago; alarmingly oversight of domestic covert operations remains minimal, in fact even greater
powers are now being given to the intelligence services to support the ‘War On Terror’.
Although the fall of the Stasi regime and the Church Committee investigations drove these practices into
the mainstream spotlight, it seems such programs never disappeared; they slipped back out from under
the microscope, continued and evolved into current day operations, used by some government intelligence
agencies and private security contractors, for political, corporate and personal aims around the world.

Psychological Torture - A Lucrative Venture
People are found wherever there is profit to be made, no matter how morally abhorrent; history teaches us
that. Most people naturally avoid the stark reality presented when serious crime and abuse manifests in our
most trusted institutions; the implications are far-reaching and unsettling, but denial of such malfeasance
does not make it any less real. The thirst for money, power, and respect, for many is so incumbent it has long
since blotted out all sense of decency. For those pursuing rich returns, the recent rapid rise of the ‘corporate
security-intelligence industry’ - shadowed by a seriously disproportionate level of oversight - is a prized
bounty; one which should send alarm bells ringing throughout real democratic corridors of power.
Governments are increasingly shielding themselves from accountability by replacing public service
intelligence agents with private security contractors. In America the U.S. Army uses Blackwater mercenary
soldiers, removing themselves from direct responsibility in the event a mission turns sour. Industry watchers
suggest the global private security industry is now worth in excess of £63bn ($100bn) a year, with U.S. and
U.K. private security companies leading the way. Outsourcing intelligence tasks now constitutes up to seventy
percent of the U.S. intelligence budget, around $50bn. The United Nations has warned of “the global trend
towards the increased privatisation of war and security” and note “security companies,” where corruption and
lawlessness is rife, “lack accountability and the impact this has on human rights.”
It is no secret many prominent military and intelligence agency chiefs and politicians have ‘retired’ from
public service roles, only to take up highly paid positions in the private sector, where their skills and
connections are used for the purposes of profit at the behest of corporate interests. An enemy of the state may
indeed be quite different to an enemy of a large corporation, a powerful individual, or family.
Powerful families have historically used public and private intelligence agents to further their aims and
interests; the truth is they still do, they just don’t like it to be known. Whereas physical force is overly obvious,
psychological attacks frequently inflict much more serious and longer lasting damage, which is incredibly
difficult to trace; it is for this reason the latter is often used by some circles in ‘civilized’ societies today.
Moreover, as the vast majority of the public know little or nothing about the shadowy world of organised
stalking, it becomes easier and favourable to have the target labelled as unstable or mentally ill; undermining
the victim’s credibility and recourse to traditional support structures. Hiding behind the guise of genuine
mental illness is what makes Zersetzung a particularly foul form of attack.
Profits in the global pharmaceutical industry are massive; estimates today put it at over £200bn ($300bn)
a year – and growing - with the global mental health pharmaceutical market accounting for nearly a third
of that share. Profit margins run at about thirty percent, with corporations spending close to a third of
their revenue pushing their product; roughly twice as much as they commit to research and development.
Considering the historically close connection between some intelligence services and many prominent
pharmaceutical corporations, and their well-known participation in illegal experimentation - on nonconsenting institutionalised victims – it is worth considering such practices never ended; in a field where
cutting edge developments are so lucrative, under the guise of ‘National Security’, why would they?
Powerful corporations suffering financial detriment to their interests - from enemies including whistleblowers and human rights activists - find the option of using organised stalking as a way to retaliate against
their protagonist as convenient. Making ‘examples’ out of enemies, deterring other potential opponents
is highly plausible. In theory, an organised stalking assault - for revenge or intimidation - could easily be
launched by anyone familiar with the tactics, and who has the connections willing to participate. Hiring
private intelligence agents, and others with the appropriate technical skills, to carry out sophisticated
operations would not be a challenge for perpetrators with serious financial resources.

Those with connections, to current or former military intelligence personnel and law enforcement officers,
could mount a very serious campaign against a victim if decided. Calling in favours and issuing backhanders
is prevalent in many industries, and when viewed against a climate where such behaviour is officially
highlighted almost on a daily basis, logic dictates it is also prevalent in the shadowy world of the intelligence
and law enforcement community. Exploitation of organised stalking tactics and skills, and the domestic
counterintelligence programs using these - as a service meeting client demand - is reportedly occurring with
increased frequency and consistency.
Outsourcing intelligence operations is an extremely lucrative business, and with revenue growth of fifteen
to twenty percent year-on-year few would argue with that. Corporations and executives operating in the
military-industrial complex are not only driven by money and profit, they are driven by politics. Conflict is
big business for some; peace for those seeking profit in this industry is not something they covet. Supporting
candidates and parties that pursue paths of hostility and warfare is well known by colossal players such as
Booz Allen Hamilton, Science Applications International, and others; for them it is just good business.
Recent revelations have exposed CIA and British complicity in illegally outsourcing psychological torture to
offshore bases in an effort to circumvent the law. Those who have supplied bases and centres for torture terror
have presumably profited well, and it is a perfect example of how companies and individuals - not only at
home but overseas - collude to carry out extreme forms of abuse to reach their aims.
Certainly, organised stalking environments differ immensely to offshore torture centres, but the analogy
is appropriate. Those who work in the business of torturing individuals, psychologically or physically, for
national security, private, or purely financial gain, operate in a community where the thought of using
Zersetzung tactics cause few qualms; for many experienced in this area it is just another job.

Hidden Hierarchies
East Germany’s Stasi enlisted a wide variety of people – at all social levels – when employing Zersetzung;
Gang Stalking ostensibly involves a similar variety of people. Corrupt government officials and senior
corporate executives channelling their demands to public and private military-intelligence security officers.
Criminal informants, surveillance role-players, corrupt police officers and private investigators take their
instruction and manoeuvre individuals at the lower level, predominantly made up of community-policing
groups, neighbours, and work-associates; even friends, acquaintances and relatives of the victim - who are
recruited under the pretence of participating in an ‘investigation’ or neighbourhood watch program. Those
on the lower level are what Stasi agents referred to as an ‘Inoffizielle Mitarbeiter’ – unofficial collaborator.
Sinking beneath this lower level are a mixture of brown-nosers, bullies, liars, spy-wannabe’s, psychopaths,
sociopaths, traitors, and useful morons; just what you would expect from a program originally developed by a
communist secret police.
Considering the intelligence services recent and extensive use of the psychiatric and medical community,
to detain and discredit targeted individuals - aided by some individuals blatant disregard for the Hippocratic
Oath - it is a fair assumption that if such programs are operational today then some level of collusion between
psychiatric and security services exists.
Highly regarded members of society such as medical professionals, firefighters, police, and paramedics are
viewed by most as sinless, but the public perception often differs considerably to the reality. Those professions
contain their share of good people, even heroes, but there is a significant bad element that tends to be
underestimated. Frequent media reports of corruption, cover-ups, racism, bullying, brutality and murder in
these services - often displaying a ‘tribal’ or ‘fraternal’ culture – support current suggestions that people in
these services are actively participating in organised stalking; both professionally and for vigilante purposes.
Government officials, high level intelligence officers, and law
enforcement personnel would certainly need to at least passively
acquiesce such a system of harassment, if not orchestrate it.
Fundamentally, government sanctioned counterintelligence programs
could not be administered without detection by society’s huge
surveillance and information-sharing infrastructure; requiring the force
of the state to keep it out of the public eye - the construction industry
blacklisting scandal is a perfect example of this.
Most people probably view the idea of intelligence agencies and
law enforcement organisations perpetrating crimes as unlikely, but
intelligence agencies routinely participate in criminal activity; U.K. and
U.S governments have openly acknowledged this on many occasions.
Furthermore intelligence agencies often authorise crimes by criminal
informants to meet their objectives.
Of course questions need to be asked, ‘Why would intelligence services
and law enforcement agencies use outsiders such as criminal informants,
private-security contractors, and citizens in their counterintelligence
operations?’ Creating plausible deniability is an obvious reason for
outsourcing some of the more dirty work. Should a government agency
or corporation hire a private company, and then that company employs
former agents, ex-police or criminal informants to carry out illegal work,
the crimes perpetrated are several steps removed from the officials (or
clients) more directly responsible.

If the aim is to make it difficult for outsiders to understand the way in which these activities are being carried
out, then adding another level of structural complexity supports this.
For those on the central levels of an organised stalking structure - private-security agents, corrupt local
police officers, and criminal informants - and for those with military counterintelligence training who have
left public service, domestic spying offers employment working for relatively easy money and power; for
comparatively little effort. Those experienced in a niche sector such as intelligence operations would surely
find it a bit of a jolt transitioning into life in another industry, such as retail or agriculture, and many would
undoubtedly welcome an opportunity to work in a secret-program operating outside the boundaries of the
law; in areas they are familiar with.
Exploited criminal informants are classed as the ‘pawns’ in the game. Generally speaking all law enforcement
and intelligence agencies make extensive use of criminal informants. For the purposes of organised stalking,
criminal informants are probably ex-convicts whose ‘informant’ duties consist of harassing targets by overt
stalking. As much of the street-level harassment is delegated to these low level criminals, a near perfect
system of plausible deniability is created, as those perpetrators seen by the target are expendable; these
perpetrators will have little credibility, so anything they do reveal will have little damage on the system.
Criminal informants are usually kept in-check by police officers taking kick-backs, indulging an illusion of
power and unaccountability.
The lowest level of the gang stalkers tree is populated by naive
community policing and neighbourhood-watch groups, work associates,
friends – even relatives – of the victim. Most of these people will
probably be recruited under the false pretence the targeted individual
is a criminal, or a paedophile, and a danger to the public. Using slander
and defamation of character – spreading false lies and rumours – is a
well-known and powerful tactic, pulling people around the victim onto
the perpetrators play-sheet. These are perhaps the people a victim would
have most success in bringing back on-side after educating them about
the full extent of the problem and revealing the truth.
Disturbingly, falling beneath the base of the hierarchy is what can only
be described as a ‘disease’; brown-nosers, bullies, liars, spy-wannabes,
psychopaths, sociopaths, traitors and morons. There would probably be
little worth attempting to ‘awaken’ these sorts of people, or finding any
glimmer of morality in them; time and resources would be best served
elsewhere.
Everyone participating in an organised stalking program, including
officials who knowingly permit it, from the highest levels to the lowest,
are criminals pure and simple. The methods used to attack individuals
break numerous national and international laws. Although it is likely
that those recruited through community policing and neighbourhoodwatch programs will be genuine in their belief they are helping society,
they are in fact ignorant to the truth of who is really targeting the victim
and why, they are nevertheless accessories to the crime.

Political Control Networks
Nearly all wealth held today is owned by around one percent of the world’s population; with the greatest
wealth, power, and influence, concentrated at the very peak of society. It seems those on this summit will go
to any extent to retain their position, regardless of the consequences to others. Maintaining and expanding
power and influence in a constantly evolving world, in part demands being at the forefront of the latest
developments in political control technologies. Breeding and establishing cultures where these control
technologies can be applied is imperative to the success of those seeking to preserve their position of global
influence.
As current evidence suggests organised stalking is becoming increasingly widespread, we can see that even
law enforcement personnel – and medical professionals - who do not directly participate in gang stalking
are guilty of maintaining a cowardly silence about these crimes. Fear of speaking out against these types of
attacks, sanctioned by those with considerable power, and the inevitable consequential retaliatory reprisals
brought against themselves and their families is entrenched; especially in communities where codes of silence
are commonplace. In security services such as MI5 – the U.K.’s chief counterintelligence agency - a code of
silence is preserved both by the culture of the organisation and by laws themselves.
Albert Einstein wrote, ‘Blind belief in authority is the greatest enemy of truth.’ Political control instils this
blind belief in authority, that we should naturally assume authority is morally and ethically sound serves the
interests of the control network, and not the interests of the majority of citizens. Such passive herd-mentality
supports the scientific and historical evidence that conformity and obedience are intrinsic in human
behaviour. In this passivity, freedom is given to those who would pervert social justice and liberty to satisfy
their own selfish interests.
Distraction and fear have been used to enforce obedience and conformity for thousands of years. Generations
of oppressors would simply drool at the opportunity of having the array of technology available today, to
broadcast mass media ballyhoo into every home, car and workplace throughout our society. Noam Chomsky
wrote, ‘Governments will use every technological tool at their disposal to combat their primary enemy –
their own population.’ Using these tools it becomes easy to manipulate average people to do really immoral,
unethical, and cruel things to people they don’t know; psychologists Stanley Milgram and others have proven
this theory. Further psychology experiments confirm it would not be difficult recruiting the kind of people
needed to be involved in organised stalking, for a variety of reasons.
One such reason, for those higher up the food chain, is having the opportunity to further brown-nose their
way into more lucrative and powerful positions, feeding their hunger for wealth, status, and influence.
Perhaps those lower down the ranks can generally be defined as easily influenced, cowardly, subservient,
ignorant, lazy, greedy, sadistic, dishonest and short-sighted; just the sort of people those at the top look to
take on-board and manipulate.
For those high up in glass towers - battling to secure and expand their influence and control over government
agencies, law enforcement communities, and corporate interests - exhibiting signs of weakness, unless a ploy,
would be detrimental to their authority, reputation and ambitions. With so much material wealth and power
at stake, fear of relinquishing these assets must be all consuming, driving individuals to cross boundaries
which define all sense of decency, conditioning defence mechanisms capitulating sound moral judgement.
In such corners, paranoia - resulting from fear of this loss - itself becomes the crippling weakness, when all
people become enemies; especially those closest.

Corruption in Corporate, Intelligence
and Law Enforcement Communities
Corruption can manifest in any organisation, especially ones subject to little regulation and oversight. Almost
on a daily basis, corporations, intelligence agencies, politicians and law enforcement officers find themselves
at the centre of criminal wrong doing allegations making mainstream news headlines; and these are certainly
only the tip of the ice-berg. Unfortunately these cases result in few actual prosecutions and convictions;
except for the whistle-blowers sadly.
Security agencies in the West, new and long-established - particularly in the U.K. and U.S. - have been
entrusted with great power to protect citizens, but ultimately it is ordinary people that suffer from a lack of
oversight of these agencies. Rogue individuals in these organisations have become acclimatised to the notion
they are unaccountable, free to cross the line of legality whenever they choose, without a second thought to
the wider implications; as long as it serves their interests.
Understanding the practise of organised stalking requires a knowledge of the power structure which
sanctions it. Organised stalking is a weapon used by people with connections to government intelligence
and law enforcement agencies, and their contractors; just as it was during the Cointelpro, MK Ultra, and
Zersetzung years. Counterintelligence subversion could, and probably is, sometimes used against individuals
who are a genuine threat to national security, and the very fact that it does have this function presumably
justifies its existence. However, the potential for abusing such weapons - by members of these agencies and
related organisations - for personal gain and revenge is obvious; especially when the brunt of the work is
sub-contracted out to a massive industry of private-security contractor firms, creating an element of plausible
deniability for those much higher up the chain.
People are drawn into corruption for many reasons - greed, power, status, control, and sexual motivation
are just some - many will be threatened, tortured, blackmailed, tricked and manipulated into committing
criminal acts. Acquisition of power ultimately leads to greater opportunity to consolidate and expand that
power. Often these opportunities involve crossing the boundaries of the law, and after a while some become
accustomed to seeing the law as no longer applying to them; and in cultures where communities maintain
strong codes of silence, and where there is little true power of oversight, why would such individuals really
feel concerned?
Those participating in terror programs such as East Germany’s ‘Zersetzung’ and the FBI’s ‘Cointelpro’
operations – to its latest alleged manifestation ‘Gang Stalking‘ - have what psychologists refer to as an
‘authoritarian personality’. These types of people, according to accredited academic research on the subject
have common psychological factors, such as being submissive and easily manipulated by those with power
and authority, aggressive tendencies and high levels of intolerance to those challenging their world views.
Characterised by staunch obedience to group norms and hostility towards unconventional group-members,
these individuals easily shun and punish those not conforming to the status-quo. The military is one industry
where an abundance of these personality types are found.
Corrupt members of intelligence services, law enforcement agencies, and the corporate private-security
industry are not driven by concerns over public safety or national security, but driven generally by the
pursuit of financial gain; in their eyes as much as possible via the easiest route - keeping corrupt buddies
in the lifestyle they are accustomed - regardless of who they tread on. Just sometimes though they tread on
someone whose fangs bite back.

Counterintelligence and The Powerful Nature of
Disinformation
Inevitably, due to – what seems to be - the increasing scope of organised stalking operations in western
society; and the ease with which information now passes across online platforms, credible exposure of
these crimes is building. In an effort to mitigate this exposure, disinformation campaigns are in effect.
‘Disinformation’ is defined as, ‘The calculated and meticulous spreading of false or inaccurate information
by an intelligence or counterintelligence service; designed to manipulate the audience at the rational level,
by either discrediting conflicting information or supporting false conclusions.’ A glut of websites, books and
farcical testimony relating to the subject of organised stalking now exists as part of a well-funded, cleverly
orchestrated, and large-scale disinformation exercise. To those who have neither an understanding of the
history of these crimes, or how deeply corrupt the institutions involved really are, it would seem that a tinfoil hat brigade was in full march; this is precisely the image they want to achieve, and the exact purpose of
disinformation.
Only a few mainstream news media outlets have covered the subject of illegal domestic counterintelligence
operations in Europe and North America today, for several reasons. Firstly, the political interests of the
corporate-news owners, and their allegiance to and fear of the military-intelligence-industrial complex.
Secondly, today’s journalists are generally driven by ideological bias and concern for career advancement,
rather than the sort of questioning, digging, and dirt exposing making a great reporter, and which serves as a
crux in any true democracy. Furthermore, many power-elites routinely use mainstream media news outlets to
serve their interests, whether it be slandering a corporate critic or planting articles about gang stalking which
portray victims as delusional.
A New York Times article in 2008 on gang stalking entitled ‘Sharing Their Demons on the Web’ is arguably
a perfect example of powerfully sanctioned disinformation. The article spins a tale around a self-proclaimed
victim of gang stalking, a janitor who heads a national victims support organisation in the U.S. called FFCHS
(Freedom from Covert Harassment and Surveillance). Rather than it being a genuine support-group, this
organisation seems to be an FBI disinformation front group, used to side-track legitimate victims from
credible sources of information on these crimes, and at the same-time throwing off any inquisitive members
of the public. The article calls on several experts in the fields of psychiatry and psychology, discussing mental
health illness and delusions, but failing to include consideration of crimes such as stalking, blacklisting and
organised psychological harassment. No mention is made of what knowledge these experts had on historical
programs of organised stalking such as Zersetzung, Cointelpro and MK Ultra, and whether it was plausible
such programs may be in operation today. The article also failed to mention the late Ted Gunderson (the
former head of the FBI Los Angeles Field Office, a highly decorated and distinguished director) who issued a
sworn affidavit stating that gang stalking was happening today in the U.S. - a country with close intelligence
and corporate community ties to the U.K. and Canada.
Probably the most powerful disinformation tactic used, preventing organised stalking from being seriously
investigated by the few mainstream news people brave enough to do so, is to automatically reject it as a
‘conspiracy theory’. Labelling the crime in this way reflexively shuts-down any serious analysis of the subject,
and any consideration of the evidence. Undoubtedly the mainstream news media - and those influencing it have contributed emphatically to the derogatory connotations this label now has; when those questioning the
statements and actions of known liars are simply dismissed out of hand as ‘ill’, without due examination of
the facts and case presented.

In early 2014, the newly formed online news media outlet ‘The Intercept’ published an article by Glenn
Greenwald, revealing leaked documents from NSA whistle-blower Edward Snowden on how the UK’s signals
intelligence agency GCHQ uses online disinformation tactics. Several documents obtained illustrate how a
key method of spreading disinformation is projecting false information online to destroy the reputations and
business of targeted individuals and groups. Practises referred to as ‘False Flag Operations’ reveal how GCHQ
posts material online and makes it appear that is was posted by a targeted individual or group. They create
blog posts imitating the victim and creating false victims of the targeted individual. In addition, they email
colleagues, neighbours, and friends of the target, disclosing confidential information and spreading rumour.
Greenwald makes the point well that this activity is not about national-security for the public sake, this type
of disinformation is simply a weapon used in secret to destroy individuals - who have never been charged
or convicted of any crime - but become targeted probably because of their political activism which the
government disapproves of. It is easy to see how powerful people with connections to intelligence agencies,
could utilize these platforms for their own vindictive purposes.
Other tactics used to spread disinformation, predominantly to discredit some groups and individuals,
such as organised stalking victims – by casting doubt on their sanity and intelligence - is though the use of
front groups and disinformation websites. Front groups, as previously mentioned, are built in to side-track
legitimate victims from receiving genuine support, and preventing the formation of allegiances coordinating
effective activism. Front-groups are intended to create impressions with the general public, and the few
inquisitive reporters who dare look at the subject, that those claiming to be targets of organised stalking
should not be taken seriously. Front group websites contain virtually no information on the suspected
perpetrators of the crime, and fail to discuss related historical counterintelligence operations in light of
credible evidence supporting claims organised stalking continues today; arguably even worse than before.
It will not escape those who briefly look into organised stalking that there are dozens of websites on the
subject, nearly all are filled with rubbish; fantastical mumbo-jumbo relating to UFO’s, demons and the
apocalypse. The entire purpose of all this garbage is to discredit genuine victims of these crimes, painting
them as bumbling, paranoid muppets. After spending some time going through these sites common themes
emerge, such as particularly stressing the use of ‘mind-control’ technology, without any direct referencing of
deplorable CIA ‘MK Ultra’ behavioural modification experiments, or official scientific papers on the subject.
Ludacris images implying insanity are planted throughout these websites further evoking the impression of
madness.
Promoting front-groups and disinformation websites are cyber-personas, also referred to as ‘sock-puppets’.
Sock-puppets monitor and discredit legitimate websites and social media discussion groups on the subject.
In the U.S, the National Counterintelligence Executive defines a cyber-persona as, ‘An identity used in
cyberspace to obtain information or influence others, while dissociating the actor’s true identity or affiliation.’
Swarms of sock-puppets now exist spreading negative, sarcastic posts and comments on the subject of
organised stalking, further amplifying the sought-after delusional connotations, steering probing members of
the general public away.
As a consequence of this deliberate and extensive disinformation, the few individuals perhaps having the
skills and motivation to support exposing these crimes are kept away.

Cowardice and Self-Interest in the
Mainstream News Media
Generally, the public believe we live in a society with a ‘Free Press’ offering quality and impartial mainstream
news media reporting. It may be free in the sense you are able to - without criminal charges - buy
newspapers, subscribe to news channels, or tune in to radio stations, but that is where the free part ends.
Confusion over what a ‘free press’ is with an ‘independent press’ is runs widespread; the majority of people
would, I suspect, seek the later, however this is not what people are getting.
Journalists on the whole are individualistic in nature, surviving in a cut-throat industry
where there is constant self-pressure to be the first to get the story and own it. Typically
journalists work behind the scenes, and aim to keep it that way; bar a few exceptions,
journalists do not want to be the story, they just want to tell it. They are familiar with the
many dirty little secrets power-elites do not want aired in public. Journalists crossing this
line risk losing their jobs and being blacklisted in the industry. Some courageously do
cross this line and suffer the repercussions; others out of fear and self-interest resign to
being kept in check.
A powerful system of censorship exists across the mainstream news media, revealed to those reporting on
extremely sensitive stories covering high-level government and corporate malfeasance. In industry jargon
journalists ignoring this censorship find themselves labelled ‘radioactive’; which is another word for
unemployable.
Quality investigative journalism, especially at major newspapers and news channels, is in serious decline.
This type of reporting is expensive, attracts lawsuits, is often hostile to political and corporate interests; and
above all is damaging to individuals with powerful connections to government agencies and corporate rivals.
Multi-national news operators tend to avoid these problems, primarily by providing coverage on sensitive
stories which closely follows the government or corporate spin-doctors line. By doing this such media outlets
are effectively aiding and abetting cover-ups and failing the trust given to them by the people.
Local independent book-shops have been forced into closure by high-street book-store chains, which are now
being crushed by giant online conglomerates. Traditional competing publishing houses have been bought
out by large media corporations. Unless you conform to the ideological viewpoint of these power houses, it
is going to be difficult to get published and distributed, and get your story out. For many in journalism today
- as it is in many industries - going against the grain is too formidable. Renowned award winning journalist
John Pilger states, ‘Journalists are never true journalists if they are the agents of power, no matter how they
disguise that role. Real journalists are agents of the people.’
Ultimately, we must demand the overhaul of the entire mainstream press system, so it serves the values
of democracy rather than capital interest. Informed public consent on laws, regulations and government
subsidies should be made in the open, not behind closed doors where corruption breeds. Journalists and
whistle-blowers fighting for social justice and transparency in democracy, should be embraced and protected,
and seen as an extension of public demand and expectation for the society we hope our children to inherit.

Removing the Rot
Organised stalking crimes lie hidden behind walls of manipulation, deceit, and fear; remaining at heart,
vindictive, cowardly, and vengeful acts waged on morally and ethically sound human beings, many of whom
are forced into poverty, isolation and fear – without any due defence.
Exposing these crimes and prosecuting the perpetrators may seem
an impossible task. However, simply because a problem appears to be
impossible must never prevent efforts to solve it. This is a crime hidden in
the shadows, missed by the masses, orchestrated by individuals with scant
regard for the sanctity of human life and liberty.
Crimes involving illegal domestic counterintelligence programs,
known loosely today as ‘Gang Stalking’ or ‘Organised Stalking’
can and will be exposed, just as they were previously; history
teaches us that it is ultimately inevitable. Particular strategies
and tactics will be needed to unmask an organised stalking
system, requiring skill, coordination, bravery, persistence, and
tenacity; with a healthy measure of good luck. Resistance to
its exposure will be fierce; the ramifications of failure - for our
freedoms in society - are immense.
Although historic programs involving coordinated psychological harassment, such as Zersetzung, Cointelpro,
and MK Ultra were exposed by brave activists securing official files from the responsible agencies and passing
them to media outlets, similar tactics may prove difficult today; considering the corporate media and a
heavily encrypted digital age. It is likely there will be little, if any, official documentation directly tying high
level individuals to authorising organised stalking and related programs; no official documents heve ever
been found of Adolf Hitler authorising the Holocaust. Those who commit depraved crimes don’t usually like
to leave their signature, which one day could come back to haunt them.
People with highly technical skills willing to obtain sensitive information from secure sites would be needed;
along with the ability to establish routes and mechanisms for its distribution to appropriate individuals and
organisations. The level of public awareness about corrupt domestic counterintelligence operations will need
to be raised, using traditional and contemporary media platforms; most especially the internet. Breaking
down the wall of silence surrounding gang stalking, including exposing the well organised and well-oiled
disinformation machine must also be addressed for any successful exposure. Protecting whistle-blowers
inside the system who may have direct knowledge of ongoing organised stalking assaults is vital.
Gang stalking may be a crime initiated by some with great wealth and power, and the right connections
to military-intelligence-security infrastructure. It may be highly unlikely those at the top will ever be held
accountable; but that does not mean serious tremors cannot be sent right up the formation of the system,
weakening if not stopping it, and preventing others from suffering under the same persecution.

Opposing Stasi-style Oppression
Anyone studying the history of domestic counterintelligence programs, such as Zersetzung and Cointelpro,
will find little discussion given to the specific strategies that could be applied to deflect some of the tactics
used. Brazen, bold, and selfless acts carried out by a few dedicated activists - including breaking into
government agency buildings, and stealing hard evidence revealing corrupt programs targeting innocent
civilians - have led to prominent exposure and the curtailing of these crimes; at least for a while. Most will
deny our government could still be complicit in such depravity, but others are now facing the reality and
converging to tackle the problem. Those facing these types of attacks can adopt simple practical steps to
improve security and personal well-being, making life that much more difficult for the perpetrators.
Undoubtedly, those suffering organised stalking attacks will experience a distressing transition from their
‘normal’ life into one where they become aware of their harassment; but one where they are unable to gather
concrete proof. Many will have been advised or forced into psychiatric treatment; this resort is generally
introduced at an early stage of the process in order to destroy the targeted individual’s credibility. It is a
critical component in the procedure, resulting in bypassing all traditional forms of close support, such as
friends, family and colleagues, who will automatically short-circuit any critical thinking on the subject and
attribute it to an illness. Certainly the implications of it not being an illness are disturbing, many prefer just
not to look into that cesspit; it is easier to accept the individual is temporarily unwell.
So the questions arise, “What do you do when the shell-sock has worn off. How do you resist attacks with
tactics developed with plausible deniability at their root?” Most people don’t want to hear, you probably have
little money, and trust is in short supply. General advice is to dig deep and never give up. Sit down, take stock,
and set out some basic steps to evaluate and change your situation, turning it back towards your favour. Up
until now those carrying out these crimes will have had the upper hand; but that will change, if you have the
determination and wits to make it so.
There are countless books and guides providing advice on gaining security in general. Consider adopting
strategies specifically aimed at defeating organised stalking tactics. The first thing is to give yourself some
personal psychological security, those using organised stalking tactics avoid blunt physical attacks for obvious
reasons. It is essential to understand that those doing the grunt work in organised stalking have no idea who
is ultimately responsible for orchestrating the attack and why; those higher up the food-chain do not want
the low-level morons knowing the full picture, so be prepared to ‘educate’ anyone you come into close contact
with, and who you have good reason to suspect. It is perfectly legal to hand out leaflets and website contact
cards; create a survey and question people.
Practical and inexpensive measures for improving your personal security, and that of your residence, vehicle,
and work location are important for building an increased peace and balance of mind. On your person,
carry professional leaflets about this crime; hidden audio-visual recording equipment could also be useful.
For a residence, simple things such as securing windows and external doors with deadbolts and screw locks,
placing audio-visual equipment over the main entry/exit point is a good start. Arguably some of the more
old-fashioned security equipment is stronger in principle. Electronic equipment – as has been well publicised
in the media lately – has many ‘back-doors’ or ways to circumvent the electronics and programming which
is not easy to monitor, even by a skilled person. Fit dash-cam recorders to both the front and rear of your
vehicle increasing the likelihood of capturing evidence of consistently dangerous driving around you.
Swapping out electronic security equipment periodically is good practice, preventing tampered products
being unwittingly used. There are many other suggestions on the recommended websites.

Domestic counterintelligence programs are not set up to solely target one person, likely there will be
many people in a similar situation to yours; in your own country and in other countries across Europe
and North America. The hard part will be establishing secure communications with these people. As
previously mentioned there are scores of sock-puppets on the internet set up to prevent legitimate victims
forming together. It is easy after a while to recognise who is a disinformation jockey, and who is worthy of
establishing a more professional working relationship with. Those who are genuine in their intent will tend to
be proactive and professional in their actions, and it is not difficult to recognise this.
Improved communications security can be achieved in many ways, particularly over the internet where the
bulk of interactions will take place. Using email accounts and browsers placing a high priority on personal
privacy and encryption is a basic must. The internet is a constantly evolving area requiring consideration
of the latest developments, and with any sophisticated piece of electronic equipment - such as laptops,
smart-phones and PDAs - malicious software can be easily downloaded without the owner’s knowledge;
using retrieved personal and confidential information is a powerful weapon against the victim. It is widely
known the intelligence services routinely exploit this avenue, hacking operating systems, emails, cameras
and microphones, to facilitate their operations. The latest security software will help protect devices to some
extent, but will probably offer little resistance to the types of skills the intelligence community has access to.
Consider ditching some devices - and going ‘old-school’ - when the need arises. Traditional guaranteed nextday-delivery postal courier services are at hand for some correspondence; integrating seals onto envelopes
and packages will increase security. Of course face-to-face meetings at random locations are stronger for
discussing more sensitive material.
Generally, in any surveillance operation ‘bugs’ will be deployed to assist operators with audio-visual
monitoring; there are thousands of books devoted to the subject. It would be difficult to find one of these
devices, due to their miniaturised size and concealable nature. An electronic sweep could be carried out, but
these are expensive and there is no guarantee the specialist would locate them if they have been turned off
temporarily.
According to credible reports, any interaction victims have with perpetrators will consistently follow a
set format; in historical applications these overt actions are referred to as ‘scripts’. Scripts can be enacted
over the phone, in public, or via workplace mobbing; wherever it is likely to have a negative psychological
impact on the target. Often very specific pieces of information, directly related to a target’s life, are used to
undermine the individuals’ self-esteem and sense of security; all scripts are designed to be plausibly denied. If
encountering scripts, victims should hand out website contact cards and leaflets to the perpetrators; outlining
these crimes. It is highly likely following this response the number of instances will dramatically decrease,
due to those higher up the structure wanting their minion boot-boys kept ignorant of the wider truth about
the Stasi practices they are involved in.
Worryingly, domestic counterintelligence operations today appear to have adopted much more sinister
methods of psychological harassment and manipulation for targeting some individuals. Reports claim
individuals have been subjected to prolonged sleep deprivation, non-consensual drugging, and threats to
loved ones in order to destabilise, institutionalise, and discredit them; rumours of silent subliminal sound
technology being used are now surfacing. The latter may come as a surprise, but this type of technology is
commercially available and patents for the equipment were first registered over thirty years ago. Militaryintelligence-security contractors have certainly been using this type of covert weaponry for some time. As yet
it is difficult to suggest any countermeasures for this type of attack; although it is being worked on.

Stalwarts for Truth and Protecting the Innocent
When society is no longer governed by the rule of law applied equally to all, regardless of position
or place, then we can no longer say we live in a democracy. The law has always generally favoured
the rich and powerful, but this divide has never been so great, or clear to see, than it is today. The
politically powerless are incarcerated with ease, while tyrants masquerading as leaders plunder
and destroy foreign countries decimating millions with impunity. Of course, historically there has
always been a measure of this, but it seems now there is a total disregard, even contempt for the
highest levels of law, by some of those who are selected – or have inherited a position – to guardian
our interests and liberty. If this is the road we have descended on now, where will it take us to in
thirty or forty years time; what society will we bequeath to our children, and is it one we ourselves
would be thankful to inherit? We as custodians must consider this.
When so many ignore the responsibility we each have to scrutinise, challenge and contribute to the
society we share, simultaneously others will seek to capitalise on such lethargy by violating founding
constitutions and manipulating the system for their own agenda; disregarding the interests of the
ordinary people. You may not think there is anything you can do to promote the change you want
to see, but each of us every day can have an impact on the society we live in, if we have the courage
and belief to do so.
Others such as Edward Snowden, a U.S. private intelligence contractor, saw on a daily basis the
systematic corruption and erosion of our privacy rights - on an industrial scale - he had the vision
and understanding to recognise the implications of this further down the line. Edward Snowden
gave up the life as he knew it, and put himself in the cross hairs of some of the most powerful
members of the intelligence community on the planet. He didn’t do it for himself, he did it for you.
Regrettably we live in a world where whistle-blowers are not honoured the way they should be, we
should all look closely at the reasons why this is, and look to our own failings to find where many
of us can make that change. Of course those powerful players exposed by the whistle-blowers
work will be swift to discredit and denounce their protagonist, they will have mighty tools at their
disposal and draw on vast resources; nevertheless even one person alone can still reach up and cast
an avalanche of light through the darkest recesses.
Crimes such as Gang Stalking represent a sprawling sickness permeating the fabric of our
communities. Spanning continents and countries, states and regions, towns and cities. Sanctioned
at the highest levels, it is orchestrated by some who have been entrusted with the responsibility to
protect us, and perpetrated by individuals who are sadly too ignorant to realise they are attacking
themselves. Everything must be done to expose these abhorrent crimes and ensure we prevent
others in the future suffering in the same way.
A kind, wise man once posed the question to me, “What do you want your life to mean?” We are
each only here for a short time, care-takers of our planet, entrusted by those who have gone before
to pass on a world where future civilisation can be the best it can be; not ripped apart by corruption,
feuding, greed and injustice. We have the power to change this, from the lowest levels to the highest;
we must have the courage to do what we know to be right and protect future generations.
It’s your world, it’s your society; it’s up to you...

Dedicated to all those who work in the open, and in the shadows,
to end this human rights abuse.

www.defeatgangstalking.org

